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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

In Reply, Please Refer to

FileNo.

REMARKS OF J. EDGAR HOOVER
DffiECTOR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
BEFORE THE
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ;w~HINGTON HEBREW CONGREGATION
IN WASHINGTON, D. C.
DECEMBER 4, 1963
"FAITH IN FREEOOM"

This is a great moment in my life. To be recognized in this
manner by the Brotherhood of the Washington Hebrew Congregation is a
distinction which I shaU cherish always.
I am especially honored by the presence of so many close
friends, including the distinguished civic leaders whom you have selected
as recipients of other awards.
How have these men come to positions of prominence in
our community? It is because they have dedicated themselves to service-they have eagerly accepted the responsibilities of good citizenship, and
they are willing to be judged upon their records of positive contributions
to the cause of decency and of justice.
Decency and justice--these are the high aims of this
Brotherhood, just as they always have been an integral part of the Hebrew
religion which has given mankind the Ten Commandments and the concept
of a monotheistic God. For these sacred gifts, all true religions of the
Western World are eternally indebted to you.

Americans of the Hebrew faith are doubly blessed.
The rich cultural inheritance that has been handed down since early
Biblical times to generation after generation of Jews is combined,
in our country; with a proud heritage of freedom.

It is a heritage

that was won by the sweat, the blood and the sacrifices of men and
women of many nationalities and many religious creeds.
(

Devotion to God; belief in the inherent dignity of mankind;
faith in man's ability, through divine Providence, to guide his own
destiny--these are the strong ties that hold together our United States,
the greatest brotherhood of freedom in the history of the world.
No one has a deeper understanding of the true meaning
of freedom than the members of the Hebrew faith, for no peoples have
suffered more relentless persecution and injustice at the hands of
tyranny through the ages.
Today the fires of anti-Semitism continue to burn with
fierce intensity in many areas of the world. This is particularly true
behind the Iron Curtain where communism, the bitter enemy of Judaism
and of all other religions of the world, seeks to destroy your priceless
heritage and the right of your people to live according to the tenets of
God.
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During the past generation, the conscience of decent
men everywhere has been shocked by the continuing vicious atrocities
-!

.

that have been committed against Jews in the Soviet Union. Rabbis

''.
have been arrested and imprisoned or executed;
;

-

i

.

·'

synagogues have

been desecrated; the traditional Jewish school system has been
liquidated; and Hebrew literature, language and customs have been
;

I

suppressed by the Russian communists.
Despite communist claims of improved conditions
1 -.

• J_

_ for Jews under the Khrushchev regime, the opposite actually is
true. Additional forms of suppression have been introduced•
...
The observance of Passover no longer can be held
'

J

according to tradition; sacred Hebrew burial customs have been
obstructed; and a state -wide program has been instituted to make
Jews the scapegoats for criminal acts affecting the Russian economy.
Jews are clearly identified by religion on the internal passport which
all Soviet citizens must carry.
..•'

Last October, the outrageous extent of this program
was disclosed by the Moscow newspaper "Izvestia" when it announced
the arrests of several persons involved in an alleged criminal conspiracy. The leaders of this gang have "Jewish names," "Izvestia"
told its readers in demanding a "show trial" and "death sentences."
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Vicious outbursts of religious hatred such as this
caused one American newspaper recently to warn its readers,
"For reasons best known to themselves the Soviet leaders discriminate heavily against Jews. The evidence is overwhelming and
incontrovertible and renewed almost daily by the Russians themselves."
In a joint statement released last summer, three

• American Jewish organizations denounced the Soviet press for conveying "a viciously negative image of the Jews," and indignantly proclaimed, "Soviet Jews are deprived by official policy of religious
and cultural rights .•. and are the victims of discrimination ..... "
Communism and religion--like communism and freedom-can never coexist, for Marxism is unalterably opposed to all forms of
religious belief. Lenin acknowledged this fact more than 50 years ago
when he exhorted his followers, "We must combat religion--this is
the A. B. C. of all materialism, and consequently of Marxism." Then
he declared, "The Marxist must be ... an enemy of religion."
Since the time of Lenin, atheistic communism has
surged forth from Russia to enslave nearly one fourth of the earth's
surface and a third of her peoples. Nowhere are its advance battalions
more active than in our own Western Hemisphere, where agents trained
by the Kremlin continue to burrow deeply into countries of the
Caribbean and Central and South America. Their deadly objective is
- 4-

to undermine legitimate governments, foment revolution and create
a Soviet Union of Latin American Republics.
I have said this before and I would like to repeat it
here: We are at war with communism and the sooner every redblooded American realizes

thi~

the safer we will be.

Here in the United States, the cause of international
comm1mism is represented by the Communist Party, USA--a cunning
and defiant subversive conspiracy which is financed, directed and
controlled by the Kremlin. Its membership consists today of a
hard core of revolutionary fanatics who are knowingly and eagerly
subservient to the dictates of Moscow. The dupes, the dissidents and
the faint of heart have long since been purged from the Party's ranks.
Today, the communists are engaged in a vigorous
campaign to divide and weaken America from within.

Foremost

in this campaign are the Party's efforts to exploit misunderstandings
and capitalize upon areas of dissensim and unrest wherever they
exist. This is especially true in the intense civil rights movement,
for America's 20 million Negroes and all others engaged in this
struggle are a major target for communist propaganda and subversion.
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It would be a:bsur'd to suggest !that, the aspirations ·

of Negroes 'fot equality are'cmnmunist insphed! . . 1This is
demonstrably not true. But what is demonstrable is that some
individuals and groups exploit the tension for purposes not conl
fined to the equality of human rights under the Constitution of
the United States. The crusade should not become a vehicle for
political radicalism or organized violence.
Devotion to race must not supersede devotion
to established institutions.
It would be useful if responsible Negro leaders

themselves could make it clear to all who follow them that their
interest is solely in racial equality.
This Nation was conceived under God and its
progress has been under God. There could be no greater disaster
for our Nation than that it should deny in any respect, to even the
smallest degree, the presence, the power, the guidance, the
protection, the instruction of Almighty God.
There is unmistakable evidence of divine guidance all
through the history of our Nation. We must guard it. We must cherish
it. We must revere it. We must work for it.
- 6 -

The record of our Nation is better than that of
any other riation in any other part of the world. It is true
there are injustices in this Nation toward those of dark skin·, as
well as light, but even worse injustices prevail in other parts of
the world. Whether the people are black- or yellow- or brown- or
white-skinned, these things will have to be worked out.
America has taken the lead in working them out,
and it is taking the lead today. It is doing more for its underprivileged minorities than any other nation in the world, but
there is more to be done.
We thank God that where the spirit of the Lord
is, there is liberty.
As citizens of a free country, we must judge
people as individuals--not by race, creed or color.
Legitimate civil rights organizations must remain
constantly alert to attempts by the communists to influence their
actions, take over their programs and corrupt their ranks.
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Communism feeds upon ignorance, prejudice
and sickness of the mind and soul. It probes relentlessly for
weaknesse~

in America's moral armor.
That is why the cause of communism is well

served by the hate mongers, the lunatic fringe and other rabble
who preach a doctrine of malice and intolerance toward their
fellow man.
These venomous fanatics, whether they are
extremists of the left or the right, are carriers of a highly
infectious disease. They clutter the streets--and the mails--with
their slanderous obscenities, urging impressionable teen-agers
and unstable adults to acts of hate, terror and intimidation. They
have brought forth the bombs and ignited the flames that have
killed decent Americans and even innocent children and destroyed
churches and other temples of worship. They are a national disgrace.
'

Invariably, these merchants of hate attempt to
drape themselves in a cloak of patriotism. But their real objective
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is to profiteer and capitalize upon ignorance, prejudice and bigotry
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while
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the very ideals which they claim to uphold.
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Today, the communists continue with impunity to
t ~

r ~

.1

• •

,

'

breathe out lies and distortions against the United States. Their
designs on American youth revolt and anger those steeped in our
!

:

•

national ideals of freedom.
,·r

The peddling of their dishonest doctrine to high" minded 1 largely inexperienced, and basically eager-to-believe
.'

.

young people is not unlike the peddling of filth and dope in demoralizing
effect. It can undermine patriotism, create doubts about our social
;

• •

I

~

J.

• .•

:~

'

and economic system, and mock the many wholesome youth organizations in this country.
.

:

.

The great majority of American youths are genuinely
.i

'

convinced that they would not fall for the communist bait. Many
~, :'

•I

never would. But there are others who might never know they were
"hooked" until the enormous tragedy of their loss of faith dawned
after bitter years of fighting the American way of life, almost
unwittingly, as dupes of the communists.
It has happened to idealistic Americans before.
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There is not an avenue to the heart and mind of
Americans that is not used to implant their false ideology.
Communism cannot be defeated by hysteria and name calling, but
it can be defeated by education and living proof that our way of life
is best.
The God-given ideals which are responsible for
this country's greatness are being attacked on many fronts today.
Moral lethargy, self-indulgence, neglect of duty--these lethal
forces are undermining many facets of business, labor, industry
and government.
We find their influence in the repulsive attitude
of "half-way Americans" to whom life in this country is the
enjoyment of rights and privileges devoid of responsibilities.
We find their influence in those courts of law where
the true purpose and intent of our Constitution as a document designed
for the protection of society have too often been warped and distorted
for the benefit of offenders.
We find their influence in the continuing increase
of crime--a tragic national problem which is growing four times
as fast as our expanding population.
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Crime has no respect for age, nationality, sex,
color or religious creed. It has turned our streetsJ into virtp.al
J '
.
-

I

;

J

l

'

jungles of terror and fear.

!J

>

'

Today, a brutal crime of violence--a murder,
.

forcible rape or assault i:_o

'

kill--i~

committed

~very

three

minutes. The number of these senseless atrocities will continue'
'

to grow until men of strong .moral conviction
asser't greater
t
I

influence toward the prevention of crime and, administration <?f
justice.
Disrespect for law and

ord~r

is a tragic moral

sickness which attacks and destroys the American traditions of
honesty, integrity and fair play. The moral strength of our Nation
I

has slipped alarmingly.

'

•

National corruption is the sum total of

individual c.orruption. We must follow the teachings of God if we
hope to cure this moral illness.
Law and order are bulwarks on which successful
government must stand. Without law and order, society will
destroy itself.
Fantasy and weakness have too <?ften prevailed in
the administration of justice where strength and realism are
essential needs.
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There are some misguided socialworkers and
.

.

•

"

.

~

r

'

'

'

'

~...,

,

.._

'

'

'

judges who have perverted:tne' meaning of ·me'r cy. When so.:. called'
mercy aids society's enemies, it is no longer mercy. It is sheer ·'· · ·
stupidity, if not worse. Justice is needed--stern justice. Without
such justice our streets--and our families--will continue to be
endangered.
Justice is not served when the innocent victim and
· society suffer while the vicious criminal goes free.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., observed: "At the
present time in this country there iS more danger that criminals
will escape justice than that they will be subjected to tyranny. "
Judge Learned Hand said: "Our dangers do not
lie in too little tenderness to the accused. Our procedure has been
always haunted by the ghost of the innocent man convicted. It is an
unreal dream. What we need to fear is the archaic formalism and
the watery sentiment that obstructs, delays, and defeats the
prosecution of crime. "
Justice Benjamin N. Cardozo observed: "Justice,
though due to the accused, is due to the accuser also. The concept
of fairness must not be strained till it is narrowed to
We are to keep the balance true. "
- 12 -

afilament.

Let us proaeed to

~ry

armed robbers as armed

robbers. Let the punishment fit the crime and let us "keep the

Wherever politics and opportunism remain primary
considerations in the appointment of jurists, parole officials, and
others charged with the administration of justice, the public should
have more ad,e quate guarantees for the immediate removal of those
who

prov~

by their unjustifiable actions that they cannot be entrusted

with the important responsibilities of their offices.
The fact is millions of free Americans are taking
our good way ·:Of life for granted. They have ceased to care about
our foundatio:n stones, the "rock from which we were hewn."
Let us never forget that religion has made us what
we are, given us what we have. Every good thing we enjoy as free
Americans .came directly or indirectly out of our belief in God.
Our best offensive against crime, subversion,
intolerance and all enemies of America's heritage of freedom is
brotherhood--a brotherhood such as yours, built upon a solid
foundation of mutual trust, understanding and faith in God.
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There must be a moral reawakening in every
home in our land.
History shows us the great accomplishm~nts ' that ·can
be attained by the combined efforts of selfless men and women who
are sincerely dedicated to a noble cause. We have such a cause in
America--to dispel intolerance, to preserve the rule of law, to
protect and strengthen our God-given ideals and faith in fr'~edom.
Law and public sanctions help to keep our deeds in
line--only conscience polices our thoughts. It is much easier to
control our actions than our thoughts.
For, "As a man thinketh in his heart so is ·he. ,',
Two hundred years ago, our founding fathers had
a vision of a nation where men could live together and worship
together without fear.

Today, we hold this same vision--the

determination that faith, courage and decency will prevail over-·
all enemies of freedom.
Since 1753, when the Liberty Bell first tolled at
Independence Hall in Philadelphia, it has borne a solemn Old
Testament inscription from Leviticus XXV, verse 10:

- 14-

"Proclaim liberty throughout all
the land unto all the inhabitants thereof. "
Let us all work together to maintain this great
American ideal. With God's divine guidance, let us build an
ever more powerful brotherhood of liberty and justice for the
benefit of all mankind.
As the Father of our Country so aptly said--"As

we declare our loyalty to our country, help us to keep in mind
the need of faith in God and immortality without which life is
meaningless and vain."
This is our mission as a nation of free people,
united in one faith--Faith in God.

- 15 -

April 2

I

1964

President Mu"ay G. Ross
· York University
2275 Bayview venue
Toronto 12, Ontario
Canada

Dear President Ross:
Pursuant to your letters of March 9th and 31st, I have prepared
the manuscript for a chapter in the book on new universities, and am enclosing
it herewith • . Rather than walt for the July 15th deadline I have gone ahead in
the hope of clearing my desk so that I could give full attention to budget preparations for the next legislature, which is facing me now .
I am also enclosing several photographs which are labeled on the
back . These will Ulustr:ate better than anything I can say, the kind of architecture
and the kind of buildings we have . I hope that you can use some of them , at least,
In connection with your book . If It Is not too inconvenient to return them after
you hav made use of them, I would appreciate having them back .
As you know, the University of South Florida Is nearing the end of
Its second year of operation under the trimester system, and we have had a total
of four yean of operation. Our enrollment lest September was 4,600. Our .
enrollment In the summer trimester of 1963 was 66% of the winter trimester enrollment . In the summer of 1964 we wiU have a similar percentage of the winter
trimester enrollment . We have not yet identified the reason for this relatively
high enrollment in the summer . ( Florida State University and the University of Florida
each had about 60% In 1963.) We think It Is probably relpted to the slgniftc;ant
number of our students who live In this area, have part•tirne lobs in which they continue working year-around and thus continue In college on a year-around basis .
Even If they must take less than a full acade•lc load per tr.imester and must attend
more than eight trimesters in order to complete graduation requirements, many can
still graduate In less than four calendar years .
·

It was a plecsure to hove you and Mrs . Ross visit us when you were
In Florida . We hope you will come again soon to see the changes which are coming
rapidly .
Sincerely,

JohnS . Allen
President

The naming ,of ·t M US F was nc»t eoay. Few sow the potefttfol for enrotlment1
service and types of offerf~s that ore now v ty evident. The word 0 coHtt;eu tn the

nome was thought by some to be opproprlate. The Pr6sident predicted an enrollment
of 10,000 by 1970 and kept lileAt on predictions as far obeaO • 1980. It appears now
that the enrollmMt will-~ 10,000 in 1970 and may ecceed 20,000 by 1980.

8y co..-ful ploMing and dlieussion he got the governing Boord to ovoid o .IUOQ4tsted
contest, open to the public, fot naming the institution,

Oft

the argument that the Board

would uhimotety hove to •terml• the winner. Thereror., the Boord itself should pick
the name that would really be opptopriate. The name with the word "univenity,. was
picked and now that we aN larger thon most coUeges, and forger than many univorsltlea,

the name University of South Florida fa occe'Pted as appropriate, and no consideration
needs to ·be given to o c:hange of name ony time soon. Thts olso

c~tes

an image in

the. mind of th pUblic that we should have MVeiQI colleges, which we have, and
we should be moving Into graduate WOIM, which we ore.

.nor

Page10o
Florida had o disastrous fr..ze In 1959, which domog.-1 a

I~

part of the citrus

crop, ond slowed clown the tourist bust,... This cut Into business incorne and the tax
revenue of the State. Florldo wos then unable to release funds os rapidly ot needed
for th• ftnt five. buUdf9. Only three were reody when we opened In Sephlmber; 1960.
T'NO that hod been .delayed were not ready for use uf'tl.l eotly 1961. This wos oreal

inconvenience, but all cooperated to get aheod wfth the
·I Mm

no worse for the aperlence.

iab to be done and now we

lnlett on Pop 16 after ltne 2

a leglslatiw Investigating Commltt e that had worked in secret at two othe
sta~ univ rsltles ln

Florida and had

~oused some dl

ruptton on th I eampu s, com

to Tampa In 1962 _.,pposec~ty to investigate subversive and anti-religious lnfluenc:ei

on our campos. At first they worked In tome bock rooms of a motel sev · ral miles from

the eompu•, while they Interviewed students o~ others. When lt was found that they
were In Ttmpa, we Invited them to the campus to work In the open, with on observer

from our Governing Boord, and with tape recordings mode of all interrogation$.. These
last ataured us that we would know If any improper procedures were follow d.

The Committee

was Influenced and used by some disslden s and ultra•conservotives

In the community who wanted to force ehonges fn ports of our program , in our faculty
and in our pattern of racial Integration. The Committee seems to have overplayed its
hand . In the report to 'the legislature made by a staff member there was such a mixture
of truths, half-truths, lnnuendoi ond omluions thot the Pretldent of

ttt. Univenlty was

Invited to moke a ,.ply befont a joint session of the two houses of the legislature. The

tape recordings of the hearings were useful to the President wh n preparing to

ow

that the original charges were unsupported . The Committee had been reconstituted,
Its stoff hove aiJ been replaced, and its a,_ of activity hot .,_n redefined .
· Nevertheless, an unconscionable omount of tim , thought and energy of the
admfntstrotlon and of th• faculty was required to aNW*t' the charges that proved to

be unsupported .

Poge 19
Advice to o penon about to M appoinNd VJcr-ChQncellor of _o new ·" nivenlty.
Fint, r~ognize that if tome tldueotional planning hoa been done, or tf some buildings

hove· been built, your coming onto rile scene is no different than if you were iUcceedlng
to the

leadenhip re1p0n1ibility of on old establish41d institution. Patterns hove been

estab llhed that wiU b. as hord to change oa traditions. You wilt hove missed the
thrill and the opportunity to select and adopt the good traditions and to omit those

that hove outlived their uMfu neu.

The tote of florldo is now underway with three more state eupported institutions.
One o Univenity, one a college, aftd the third not yet designated. The preSident of

· the lost two helve still to be named. The president of the first was named after neorly
two y n of planning had gone into the educational program and plant. The planning

woa done by penons who hod no expectation of having to corty through with odminlstration
and operations.
'e . . now how fortunate we were to be named president, very soon after
commitments were made to

.uablish the U SF. There

woa no QOOd pattern to follow

in our situation. We believed then and we believe now that logical thinking will
produce the concepti thot will opply to the particular situation. In our case we planned
the educational program first, then the buUding program, then implemented the
educational program. We expttct to always be moking changes oswego along, os
situations change, and os our thinking;, influenced by added facu lty ond by the type
of students we have.

Thirdly, ft Is difficult to find enough people to atoff the university buslrNilt office,
ond to fill Mcretoriol and clerical f*b In otMr offlc.. who undetatond what o unlvenlty

Ia about, oftd thus know how the 4iducotionol fnooram must be suppon.d. They ftMd to
have had experleM• on otMr university campus•, lust os experienced faculty ore

needed, yet they need to understand that thelr former eJ~Cpetlence did not give them

the onswen to oil questlont In this new and experimental situation.
fourthly, theN Is the difficulty of getting the atat. political leadera ond bureaucrots
to undentond the ptcinnlna that is going Into a new kind of university.

They find It

difficult to oppteelote modem or unique, programs that ore dlff•rent ,ftorn orrr they have
experienced.

fifthly 1 nother bit of advice too new Vlce·Choncellor Is to be mindful of the
need to plan oheod folt enough to match the speed of the growth of the community or
eli ntele you ..rve. In our

COM

in Florida, our deans thought we would open In 1960

with o frethmon doss only ond graduate this first group lA 1964. They thought we

wovld have the strength to offer and the demond from students for masters ct.grM work
by 1970, ond dodotal programs by 1980. florlclo Is growing 10 fost thot the University
of _South Florida moved Into the trJ-me•r S>"IWm of year CH'OUnd opetatlon In 1963

and graduated its fint clou In December, 19()3. In 1964 we ate oiNOdy offeri"'
our flnt moaten

ree program. We expect to be off•rlng the Ph.D. ~n certain

a.-as by 1970 If not b.tfore. W• may have o medlcolschool In operation shortly
after 1970.

Many people; including the then Governor of Flotldo, ealcl tMy cUd not ' "

why this Institution needed a pt1ttlehtnt when It hod no students,

ftO

foculty 1 no buildings.

What would he do? tn two years the Governor upre&Md himself at undentanding why
a President wot of such Importance in putting all the parts together ond in building a
prooram .thot has integrity within ltaelf.
Secondly 1 mow .arly to btlng in consultants to dlacun and odvise on the educational
program. Some of these should be people who ore likely condldotes for administrative
and teaching positions. It Is o wonderful way to see them In operation and to make
better iudgements on whether or not they ore the ones for the poaltions you have to

.f ill.
At the U S F we had hundreds of applicants from which to choose· for our first
foculty. This institution was s0 new ond unique that many sow this as a once in two
or tt.ree lifetimes opportunity to be In on tt. botlc planning and development. The
basic stoff should be plck.d os early

cu ponible. But we did not limit oursel_ves to

those who applied. We searched for and sought out penon1 of distinction, people

with fdeos, people who were happy where they were but wh had something significant
to contribute to our sltuotton.
Fo~ulty wlll glve

Up service to mony new and novel ways of teochina. Yet ·

when in oetuol operation, and under the usual pressu,.. of time, many of them find

it difficult to perform differently thon in the monner i.n which th~ we,.. ta~;~ght when

they were in graduate school. IF the obiectives ore experimentation in course content
ond In teac;hlrv techniques, the sel ction of faculty ia more important end more difficult
than would otherwlse .be the case

/
SUBJECT:

The Young People's Socialist League

DATE:

June 29, 1964

Since the April 24 distribution by a student organization of
certain material to students registering for the third trimester, a number of
concerned Florida State constituents have inquired about the matter. There
are indications of some widely varying distortions of the University• s
response to this campus development. The purpose of this memorandum is
to provide a brief background of the issue and the reaction of University
parties so that possible misinterpretations do not gain public belief.
How the Issue Began
On Friday, April 24, University Registrar Murray W. Kenna
reported to the office of the Dean of Students that "questionable" material
was being distributed at Tully Gymnasium to students registering for the
third trimester. The material being handed to students consisted of a single
8-1/2 x 11 sheet of paper mimeographed on front and back with a communication from the Summer Executive Committee of the Young People's Socialist
League ( YPSL) , a student organization. The document outlined the purpose
and function of YPSL and, among other admonitions, urged student support
in an active program of "picketing and civil disobedience" and in "actively
resisting and breaking the immoral laws presently inforced (sic) in this
country ••• "
This material was distributed without the prior knowledge or
permission of the University. As discussed later in this memorandum, the
University permits student organizations to set up information centers at
registration so that students may inquire about various organizations, time
and place of meetings, etc. ·w hen the University learned that the YPSL
was exceeding the limited purpose of an information center, the administration
ordered that the distribution of propagandistic materials would not be allowed.
No such materials were subsequently distributed on the second day of registration or since.

What the Dean of Students Said
Dean of Students R. R. Oglesby made the following statement:
"When we became aware of the nature of the material distributed
at registration (April 24, 19 64) , we declared that such material was not just

-2informational but was propagandistic and could not be distributed at registration. Since we have a most effective and conscientious student government,
we referred the matter to the president of the student body and his attorney
general. They wrote the Young People's Socialist League and warned it
against repeating its advocacy of civil disobedience.
"While our mission as a University dictates a wide latitude in
providing a forum for exponents of varied social and political philosophies,
we recognize limits beyond which our objectives would not be served. Any
organized attempt to encourage civil disobedience exceeds these limits and
will not be condoned at this University," Dean Oglesby said.
What the Student Government Did
The Executive Committee of the Florida State University Student
Government warned the Young People's Socialist League in a letter to the
organization• s president dated April 28, 1964. Ed Scott, Student Government
Attorney General, stated the Executive Committee• s objection to the distribution of the material in this letter to YPSL:
"It has been brought to our attention that the Young People's
Socialist League has been passing out material and literature which advocates
active support and participation of students in a program involving • •••
actively resisting and breaking the immoral laws presently inforced (sic) in
this country • • • •
"We do advocate that freedom of speech and dissent is essential
and vital if we are to keep a living democracy in this nation. However, we,
as members of the Executive Branch of Student Government and students of
Florida State University, cannot tolerate or condone the actions of a recognized
student group that advocates and invites students to join in breaking laws even
though the group may consider the laws to be •immoral. •
"All organizations on campus must meet certain conditions and
requirements to remain active and a part of the University community. We
believe that Student Government should support all organizations as long as
they comply and operate under the rules and regulations of the Student
Government, the University, and the State ••• "
How Are Student Organizations Approved?
Organizations play a vital part in the lives of Florida State
students. They offer varied opportunities for leadership and service, as well
as for the broadening of individual interests and acquaintances. There are
approximately 150 approved student organizations in the University. Among
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-3others, they include academic honoraries, campuswide leadership and service
organizations, political organizations of both the right and the left, and others.
The policy for approval of student organizations is found in
Chapter 101.3, Article F, Section 1, of the Florida State University Student
Body Statutes. To apply for the approval of an organization, a student group
must submit: ( 1) a letter of application, ( 2) three copies of its constitution
and by-laws, and ( 3) information about the organization. After preliminary
investigation by the attorney general, the Organization and Finance Committee
makes further investigation and then reports to the Student Senate. The
committee report may recommend approval, disapproval, no recommendation.
The Student Senate then votes approval or disapproval. Upon
approval an organization receives a charter from Student Government. The
Statutes state, "Once recognized, organizations are expected to cooperate
fully with the attorney general's office. Failure to cooperate on any matter
may result in suspension of the organization's charter for any length of time."
In addition to student investigation, University authorities
conducted an independent investigation with assistance of the State
Attorney General's Office and the F. B. I. This investigation revealed that
this group is not listed as subversive by any federal agency or official
committee.
The Young People's Socialist League followed the statutory
procedure for application and was approved as a student organization by the
Student Senate.
Dissemination of Material on Campus
John K. Arnold, Jr., Acting Associate Dean of Students, has
emphasized that the University's current policy regarding the dissemination
of material on campus has been in effect throughout this (1963-1964)
academic year. Arnold says:
" S orne of its provisions 1 such as publicly posting materials 1
have been clearly defined (to student organizations) in the past. Verbally
and by a mutal understanding 1 authority has been granted for the distribution
of material elsewhere on campus under provisions similar to those in effect
in the City of Tallahassee. By special arrangements, informational materials
have sometimes been allowed to be distributed within buildings on campus
or through the campus mail boxes. Except at the invitation of·a classroom
instructor 1 we do not allow material to be distributed in classrooms. This
restriction extends also to other captive audiences such as dormitory residents
and to students attending required activities.
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-4"One exception to this latter restriction is that student
organizations may obtain permission to distribute information concerning their
organizations at registration. This information, however, shall be confined
to the name and purpose of the organizations; dates, times, and places of
meetings; and requirements for membership. Additional information, properly,
should be presented to potential members at scheduled meetings," Arnold
concludes.

The Policy Continues
The distribution of material by representatives of the Young
People's Socialist League occurred on April 24. At the University's next
general registration on June 15, another student organization was denied
permission to distribute propagandistic material at registration. In keeping
with the general policy, this group was told that at registration it could
have a table, like other organizations, for the purpose of supplying students
with information concerning the time and place of meetings, but that
propagandistic materials could not be distributed.

University Views on Student Government and Organizations
A primary purpose of student government at any University is to
provide students with the means to regulate student-sponsored activities,
organizations, publications, and any other matters properly within their
jurisdiction. Students should be free to organize and join groups for educational, service, social, political, religious, or cultural purposes. Campus
organizations which follow proper organizational statutes and which plan
discussion or action within legal bounds should be allowed to organize.
A university by its very nature must be a place where those
gathered to seek the truth can hear and discuss all points of view. It should
be clearly understood that Florida State University recognizes that freedom
is not license for one to do as he pleases. Students and faculty at Florida
State are expected to recognize their duty to conduct themselves as men and
women aware of the obligations and responsibilities inherent in the freedoms
they enjoy.

Aprtl 17, 1964

Dr . Lloyd Morey
2396 S. E. Sixth Street
Pompano Beach, Florida
Dear Lloyd:
Thanks for your note and for the enclosures. I appreciated
particularly the faculty letter which hod the account d the exchange
between President Henry and the Senote Committee on academic
freedom . It gave me some helpful ideas .
O ur own problem arises from a difference in interpretation,
which I belteve Wcls realfy .unwiiUngneu on the part of the two memben
of the committee sent by AAUP. to investigate our case . They were unwilling to admit that Professor Fleming had never been employed here .
Actually, in our systemI a· penon is not employed, or .appointed to the
faculty, until the Prealdent signs the appropriate papen, and In this ·
case I hove never signed them . Thus, Instead of the MtJf claim that
he was employed and then dlsmlued without an appropriate hearing, he
was never employed In the first place.
Apparently, we ere in good company, howewr, for the Unlwnlty
of Illinois, Auburn, and Texas Tech seem to haw been able to get on the
AAIJP list . If they can survive, maybe we can .

It was good to hear from you, and I hope that yoU have been
enfoylng the aeason In Florida .

Sincerely,
I

I

I

I

I

I

JohnS . Allen
President

2396, S. E. Sixth St.
Pompano Beach, Fla.

President John S. Allen

APR 1 3 1984

Dear John:
Sorry you are having so much trouble - others
have had it too. Usually it comes out alright. I
hope the same for you.
Best regards.

The Naming of the U S F was not easy.

Few

sa~

the potential for

enrollment, service and types of offer!ngs that are now very evident.
in the name
r.rhe word "college "/was t houghtAto be appropriate.
The President
~~

predicted an enrollment of 10,000 by 1970 and kept silent on predictions
as far ahead as 1980.

It appears now that the enrollment will exceed

10,000 in 1970 and may exceed 20,000 by 1980.

By careful planning and

discussion he got the governing Board to avoid a suggested contest1 open
to the public for naming the institution, on the argument t h at the Board
J

~- ~

would ultimately h ave to det ermine t h e winner.
Therefore, it m ~ §ht
~
itselfA -pick t h e name that would really be app ropriate.
The name with
the word

11

colleg ~ es,

university 11 was picked and now t h atv{'e are larger than most
and larger than many universities, t h e name University of

South Florida is accepted as appropriate, and no consideration needs to
~
be given any time soon\to a change of name.
This also ~i-•s an image in
which we have,
the mind of the public that we should have several colle ges,/and t h at

we should be moving into gr aduate work, whi ch we are.

A le gislative Investigating Committee t h at had worked in secret
and had caused some disrupti on on the i r c ampus es,
at two other state universit ie s in Florida/came to Tamp a in 1962
supposedly to investi g ate subversive and anti-relig ious influences
on our c arnpus.

At f i rst they worked in some

bak~ro o. ns

of a mot el

several miles from t h e c ampus, while they interviewed students and others.
When
to

it ~ wa~

found t hat they werein Tampa, we invited them to t h e campus

~tw-~

work~pui:Jl1tfly,

with an observer from our t!overning Boar d, a nd wi th

tape recording s made of
that we would know if
The

Co~~ittee

These l a st a s su red us

all~ interro g ations.

any~rocedures

were followed.

was influenced and used by some dissedents and ultra-

conservatives in the cownunity who wanted to

force c h an~s in
, racial
parts of our progrrun, in our faculty and in our patt ern of/integration.
~

The Committee seems to have overplayed its hand.

In t h e report to

the legislature made by a s t aff member there was such a mixture of

truths,

half-tru~~ons

that the

~gislature

invited

the~

President of t he Un iversity to make a reply before a join'O session of
1\
t h e two houses of the le gislature.
. The t tape r e cordings of the h e arings
were

useful ~

-&,·

enabling) he

were un-supported.

~ N!

President ~o f s~hat

the orig inal charges

The Committee has been re-constituted, its staff

have all been replaced, and its area of activity has been re-defined.

~ ePer-the-less, an~ unconscionable ~aoun~of time, thought and
en ergy of the administr ation and of the faculty was required to answer
the ch arges t h at proved to be un-sup ported.

Florida. had a. disastrous freeze in 1959, ·w hich dama.g ed a. large part
of the citrus crop, and slowed down t h e tourist business.
business income a.nd the tax revenue of the State.

This cut into

Florida. was then

unable to release funds a.s rapidly as needed for the first five building s.
Only three were ready when we openedi in Sept. 1960.
delayed were not ready for use until eqrly 1961.

Two that had been
This was a. real

inconvenience, but all cooperated to get ahead with the job to be done
'
a nd now we seem n o worse for the experience.

{I§)

Another bit of advice to a new Vice-Chancellor is to be mindful of

the need to plan ahead f ast en ough to match the speed of the growth of
the commun ity or clientele you serve.

In our case in Florida, our

dean s thought we would open in 1960 with a fr e shman class only and
,•

graduate this first group in . l964.
?

They thought we would have the strength

to offer and the demand from students for masters de gree work by 1970,
and doctoral programs by 1980.

Florida is growing so fast that

t h e University of South Florida moved into t h e tri-mester sy stem of
ye ar 'around op eration in 1963, 'and graduated its first class in Dec. 1963.
In 1964 we are alr e ady of ferin g our f irst masters de gree pro gram.

We

expect to be off e r eing the Ph. D• . in' certain areas by 1970 if n ot be fore.

~

e

e~~

have a me dical sch ool in op er at i on sh ortly after 1970.

Secondly, move early to bring in consultants to d iscuss and advise
o~

the educ ational pro gram.

Some of these should be people who are

likely caddidates for admi n istrative and teaching positions.

It is a

wonderful way to see them in operation an d to mru{e better judgements on
whether or not t hey are the ones for t h e p osition s y ou have to fill.
At t h e U S F we had hundreds of applicants from vmi Ch to choose for
our first faculty.

This institution was so new and unique that many

saw this as a once · in two or three lifetimes opportunity to be in on the
basic planning and development.

as~ossible.

early

The basic staff should b e p icked as

But we did not limit ourselves to those who a plied.

We eearched for and sought out persons of distinction, p eople wi t h ideas,
people who were happy whe re t h ey were but who w had s ome t h i ng si gnificant to
cont r ibute to our situation.
Faculty wil l g ive lip service to many new and novel ±«Ka way s of
teaching.

Yet when in actual op er ation, and under t h e usual pressures

of time, many of t hem .fin d it difficult to per f orm di ff e r ently th~n in
t h e manner in whi ch they were taught when they were in gr aduate scho ol.
lu-

I

~f~entation

in course cont ent and in teaching techniques iw· (&PQ)

~, the selection of faculty is more imp ortant and more dif f icult

t h an would othe rwise be the case.
Thirdly, it is di f ficult to find enough p eople to staff t he u n iversit y
business office, and to fill secretarial and clerical p osts in other of f ices
wh o understand what a unive rsity is about, and t hus know h ow t h e educational
pro gram must be supported.

They need to have h ad experience on other

university c ampuses, just as experienced facult y are needed, y et they need
to understand t h at t heir former experience di d not g ive them t h e answe rs
to all question s in this new and experimental situation.
Fourthly , there is the difficulty of getting the state political
leaders and bureaucrats to unders tand t he planning t hat is going into
a new kind of university.

They find it difficult to a ppreciate modern

or unique pro grams that ar e di ff erent from any they h a ve exp erienced.

-.r'I.

,_

s~ r ~

person about to be appointed
Advice to a/Vice-Chancellor of a new university.

/First, recognize

that if some educational planning has been done, or if sane buildings
have been built, your coming onto the scene is no different than if

yo~

were succeeding to the leadership responsibility of an old established
institution.

Patterns have been established that will be as har d to
You will have missed the thrill and the

change as tradition.s .

opportunity to select and adopt the good traditions and to omit those
that have outlived their usefulness.

three
The State of Florida is now underway with ~ more· state supported

institutions.
designated.

..The

One a University, one a college, and the third not yet
The presidentsof the last two have still to be named •

president of the first was named after nearly two years of planning

had gone into the educational program and plant.

The planning was done

by persons who had no expectation of having to carry thru with administration
and operations.
We see now how fortunate we were to be named president, very soon
after commitments were made to establish the U S F.
pattern to follow in our situation.

Therew~s

no good

We believed then and we believe now

that l ogical thinking will produce the concepts that will apply to the
particular situation.

In our case we planned the educational program

first, then the building program, then implemented the educational program.
We expect to alway s be making changes as we go along, as situations change,
and as our t h inking is influenced by added faculty and by the type of
students we have.
Many people, including the then Governor of Florida, said they did
,;)..

not see whp this institution need1\.. a president when it had no students,
no faculty, no building s.

What would he do?

In two years the Governor

expressed himself as understan ding why a President was of such i mportance
in putting all the parts together and in building a p ro g ram t h at has
integrity within itself.
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Extracts from
SOME SOURCES OF TENSION IN A NEW UNIVERSITY
by
Murray G. Ross
President, York University

Most new social institutions confront difficulties in the early
days of their development. This is not solely because they are human
organizations, seeking to become established in strange circumstances, but,
more specifically, because the divergent aims and aspirations of those engaged
in the enterprise must quickly be reconciled and confined to a single path of
development. Conflict and dissension are often inevitable results. It frequently
happens that an institution establishes its goals , agrees on policy, and .. settles
down'' to steady growth only after such conflicts arise and are resolved.
New universities are not exceptions to this general principle, and,
indeed 1 may be said to emphasize the difficulties that frequently arise. A new
university draws to it, in the first instance I a high proportion of staff and
students who are highly idealistic and extremely articulate about the kind of
institution they wish the university to be. These views arise both from the
frustrations suffered in the traditional school-university system and from positive

...
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ideas about the kind of community a university should be. The process of
reconciling these views within the university I of adjusting them to the needs of
society (for no university in this Province is free to disregard these needs), and of
making them consistent with the traditional requirements of graduate schools, is
often a very painful one, and leads 1 as policy becomes fixed I to a sense of
frustration for many. For some 1 this finally becomes a feeling of real defeat;
for others I of course I the process of working out an accommodation between hope
and reality I culminating in the establishment of goals they can support 1 gives
.. rise to a satisfying and exhilarating sense of accomplishment which far outweighs
the inevitable disappointments.
York University has made such rapid progress and has been so
widely recognized that it is not surprising that there has been close scrutiny of
its achievements and of its failures. It is important not only for York but for all
new universities that sources of tension and difficulty be identified clearly so that
bdth this University and others may learn from them. Among the problems
prominent in our development 1 I would suggest the following as critical for staff
and 1 in some cases I for students as well:
The nature of university government.

I.

There are roughly speaking two broad types of university
I

I

government in the Commonwealth. The first unique in Britain to Oxford and
I

Cambridge is a one-tier system of government in which the Fellows of the university's
I

U colleg$ elect their rector I provost I or president I and control all aspects of

college life (including appointments and finances) through an academic council and
committees of the council.

The second and more common form of university
I
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government, is a two-tier system in which there is a division off unctions, with
the Senate (an academic body) having control over academic matters (such as
curriculum, academic standards, admission requirements, etc.) 1 and a council
or board of directors or governors composed largely of laymen having general
responsibility for all aspects of the university's operation, but specific authority
in respect of appointments 1 finances 1 and buildings .
It is fair 1 I think, to say that there are many university teachers
in Canada who believe that the Oxbridge system of government, or some
approximation of it, is the proper one for an academic community, and that the
system prevalent in Canadian universities is neither dignified nor appropriate
for a community of scholars. Since the two-tier system of government prevails in
most Canadian universities, the nature of university government is one of some
tension in many universities in Canada at this time. This issue is, however I in
sharp focus in a new university. Some teachers have come I for example, to York
believing that the nature of the University's government was a matter for
discussion, ignoring the fact that the Act establishing the University specifies
the loci of authority and the division of control. Even in cases where the nature
of the legal status of the Board of Governors and of the Senate has been
recognized and accepted, there is apt to be, in a new university I some struggle
for power, since any university Act probably (and perhaps intentionally) is
ambiguous about some matters • It requires time to determine acceptable
procedures. Or it may happen that members of the university may choose to ignore
the university Act and seek a new modus operandi, as in the case of several
universities where the local branch of the Canadian Association of University

SOURCES OF TENSION IN A NEW UNIVERSITY
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Teachers has asked, in effect, to have equal status with the Board of Governors
and with the Senate in deciding major questions of university policy.
Gradually, in the new university, the nature of the government
peculiar to that university is understood, is used, and becomes effective. But
the acceptance of the specific legal form of university government is complicated
by the larger and more general issue, and, for some staff members, it is a source
of constant irritation because it does not conform to their own idealized conception
of the nature of the university.

II.

The problem of relaUve status.
Some years ago, when the University of Toronto made a dramatic

change in the salary scale of faculty members by increasing the base salary of
full professors by 50% over a three-year period, considerable surprise was felt
when some recipients of the increase expressed dissatisfaction with the change.
The dissatisfaction arose not from disagreement about the size of the increase
(considered by many to be most generous) but from the fact that all recipients of
the increase were afterwards not in the same relative position as they were before
the increments had been put into effect. For example, under the new scale, two
full professors might each receive $12,000 per annum. But prior to the change,
one had received $8,000 per annum and the other $8,200. The professor re'c eiving
$8,200 per annum was dissatisfied because his relative position vis-a-vis a
colleague had not been maintained. All who work in large organizations are
conscious that relative status is a matter of great importance to individuals.
In a new university, relative status is a critical factor because it
arises in a wide variety of forms and is difficult to anticipate fully. The pace

SOURCES OF TENSION IN A NEW UNIVERSITY
at York has been a contributing factor: the
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development of the University

phys~. cal

has been rapid and dramatic, the response of the community has been unusual,
the reaction of distinguished academic visitors has been enthusiastic -- all of
this has created an atmosphere that is "heady" for all. Undoubtedly, some staff
members have had unrealistic expectations concerning the extent to which the
University's rapid development should be reflected in their own personal advancement. Further, York began with a small staff which included only a few senior
men. Inevitably, new appointments "over the head" of incumbent staff members had
• to be made. Promotions were provided for some which changed the relative status
of individual staff members. New divisions of the University were created, and
to some of those who were already on staff, it seemed that newcomers were
taking the important positions • Adjustments to such rapid changes in relative
status are always difficult and are a source of anxiety and insecurity for many
in a new situation.
III.

Changes in the communications structure.
In the first year at York while it was a very small University
I

1

almost all staff members shared in making the major recommendations in respect
of policy that would affect the future of the University. As York grew two
I

important changes in the structure of communications took place: first, the
formal academic decision-making bodies were formed --the Faculty Council and
the Senate began to function and decision -making was formalized. Second, formal
communications began to be channelled through the Dean of the Faculty to and
1

from the Chairmen of Departments. These changes, too, meant difficult adjustments
for all members of the community. In the beginning for instance a lecturer might
I

I
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be involved in many discussions of major policy, and he would be consulted about
candidates for appointments in his own department and in other departments of the
University. But, as the formal structure of communications in the University came
into existence, the lecturer (as a junior academic) would be excluded from such
deliberations because he would not be a member of the Senate. If a senior man,
perhaps a chairman, subsequently were appointed in his department, formal
communication would then be directed first to the chairman of the department (or
the senior person), then to the junior academic.

The junior would be consulted

less frequently by the President or by the Dean --he would be "in the know" a good
deal less than he had been in the early days of the University. To him, his role in
the University would seem, as a result, to be one of diminishing importance, and he
would, with some justification, resent the change. What has been true for junior
staff members has been true to some extent for all who joined the staff in the first
year of operation. As lines of communication stretched and formalized, the intimate
family of scholars no longer existed.

Some members of this group were unable to

adjust to the change, and York was able to continue its steady and rapid development
only because enough senior staff members maintained their perspective despite the
inevitable difficulties and uncertainties that were encountered in getting the
University established.
'N.

A multiplicity of decisions.
The vice-chancellor of a new university told me recently that the

question he most dreaded to hear was: "What has been decided about .•. ? "

The

blank space could be filled in with any one of a thousand or more matters about
which a decision should, indeed, be made. For example: What has been decided

SOURCES OF TENSION IN A NEW UNIVERSITY
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about the University motto? parking regulations? hours of teaching? library hours?
the location of paths between buildings? how much money will be spent on
laboratory equipment? And so on. Over a period of 100 years or more, such
matters were gradually settled by the older universities 1 after which changes and
modifications were few. But in a new university, such policy questions
literally in the thousands --demand immediate decisions.
The need for 1 and the manner of providing I answers produces a
dilemma which, in itself, is tension-producing. On the one hand, the nature of
.. university government demands thoughtful consideration and discussion of most
matters of university policy, sometimes by three formal bodies (the Faculty Council,
the Senate, and the Board of Governors) and there is time for prolonged discussion
of only a few such matters • On the other hand I not to have an expressed policy
on a number of important matters is to have to cope with an ambiguous situation
which, in many respects, will create uncertainty and insecurity. Individual
"tolerance for ambiguity" varies greatly, and a new university requires the type
of person who can recognize the need to move steadily, if not swiftly, while living
with many unresolved issues which can only be settled by time itself. Students of
human nature will not be surprised to learn that often the people who are most
insistent on having "self-government" are those who most frequently complain that
"No one told me what to do! "

v.

The emerging character of the University.
In spite of the dilemma referred to above, decisions have been and

are being made, and with each decision the character of the University gradually
takes shape. It need not be emphasized here that there is bound to be a wide

...
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divergence of opinion among members of faculty on major issues, nor that feeling
about these issues is very deep. As already suggested, individuals come to a
new university because it holds out for them something that is either very different .
from
/or very similar to what they have previously experienced. As discussion proceeds
and as decisions are taken, some persons are inevitably disappointed and some
are inevitably pleased, depending on how close to their own ideal the new
development carries the university.
At York, the issues which caused the greatest heart-searching
.. were, first, the number of students we would seek to accommodate in the future,
and, second, the nature of the York curriculum.
(1)

In the second year of York's operation, Faculty Council agreed

tentatively to recommend to the Board of Governors an enrolment in 1970 of 4, 000
students , although some faculty members favoured a smaller, and some a larger,
enrolment. In the third year of York's operation, a report entitled "PostSecondary Education in Ontario, 1962-1970" referred to this 4 000 target as an
1

"unrealistically low" figure. After long discussion both the Board and the Senate
I

of York University agreed that the University would seek to provide spaces for
7 1 000 students in the early 1970 •s 1 providing that (a) competent staff was

available and (b) sufficient funds for capital and operating purposes were found.
(2)

Second, a York curriculum was the subject of discussion for over

two years • This major issue was finally resolved by a committee of senior
colleagues under the chairmanship of Dean Earl • Their report was passed by a
large majority in Faculty Council, in Senate and their recommendations were
I

accepted by the Board of Governors • A curriculum developed by a committee is

(9)
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probably always a compromise, and this was true at York.

It was inevitable that when decisions were made on these two
issues some members of faculty would feel disappointed, and even defeated. The
only possible course of action for such persons is that they adjust to, and support
the established, majority, policy, or that they resign.
The role of the president in a new university.

VI.

The traditional function of a university president has been defined
as that of an oil cart: easing squeaky wheels and alleviating squabbles of
various kinds. In the older universities, this function has remained largely the
same. Last spring, President Clark Kerr of the University of California, in his
Godkin Lectures at Harvard University, described the primary function of a
president of a large university as that of mediator meaning that the president
I

must assume the task of making judgments on the merits of the multitude of ideas
and recommendations presented to him by the heads of various sections of the
university.
The function of a university president in a new university, in which
there are few if any, established divisions is, however quite unlike that of the
1

I

I

president of an established institution. The president of a new university is
compelled by his obligation to see the institution begin, grow move ahead,
I

become established (usually in a short period of time), to exert a degree of
initiative and aggressiveness that is inconsistent with the traditional concept
of the role of a president of a university as held by most academics. Of course,
· the role of the president of a new university changes as the deans and the department chairmen take over, enabling the president to assume the traditional role of
mediator (or oil can!). But, in the beginning, the ship must be launched, and •••

(10)
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this cannot be achieved by sitting on. the

Ql1ay, Whittling.

The early years of a university make special demands on its chief
executive officer. During these years (as perhaps niay never happen again),
direct demands on bis tUne and energies are made in

aWide variety of fields:

for commencement addresses and public speeches, for raising money; for
interviewing and recn1iting staff I for participatiilg in uriiverslty committees, for
consulting with coileagues both on

the

Board and on

tbe

niverstty' s staff on marty

in

measure.s of temporary and of long•terin lml)drtahce whlth mtist b4:! dealt w!tli

the absence of established policy, for planning new bulldtngs , and so on • tew
new universities recognize that the administrative load in the early years
requires proportionately

~administrative

personnel than does a much larger,

established university. The general failure to fulfill this need complicates the
entire development of a new university. In the first two years of operation at York,
for instance, more than 1 200 applications for employment (many from leading
I

citizens who had to be seen personally by the President) were received in the
office of the President. At the same time, requests for speeches were numerous
(during a four-month period from September 1st to December 30th, 19611 these requests
averaged three a day, or fifteen a week) .

These additional burdens, in addition

to the responsibilities of the central office, lacking an adequate administrative
staff, constitute a serious problem in the life of any new university.
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I judge by the reaction of vice-chancellors of other universities to
the above hypotheses that these tension points are found in most new universities.
The critical factor relates to the amount of time available for senior staff to
plan together before the university is required to take students • In Englard , two,
and in some cases three, years of preparatory planning have been allowed. At
York, it was necessary to take students immediately, and planning and teaching
had to proceed at the same time. More serious was the fact that our initial staff
of sixteen had to be recruited in a three-month period (January to April, 1960). We
have assembled, I believe, an extraordinarily able group, but in the beginning
we did have to take risks.

As our situation changed --and changed again --

it was inevitable that there would be some who did not fit in, and the possibility
of accommodating such persons in a small university is not great. That some of
the accommodations thus necessitated have proved unsatisfactory is not
surprising; more remarkable is how often the adjustments have been made to
everyone's satisfaction ·and benefit.
I am often asked if we now had the opportunity of beginning again
if I would recommend having a full year for planning and recruiting staff before
taking students. This is an hypothetical question, because such time was NOT
available to us • But there are some advantages in starting quickly, as we did.
bur staff members have been "tried in battle", and, while some have not survived,
those who have are now seasoned veterans, toughened by the multiple demands a
new university makes on both time and temper, and able now to confront with some
serenity the difficulties ahead.

